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In practice we don't form global C, and only solve this equation at the element level. Meaning that we 
advance the solution by 1 element at a time.

Again in practice, we don't form K for evaluating the RHS and Ka_n is computed at the element level.

For parabolic set exercises 
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Some points about elliptic and parabolic PDEs and their DG formulation

1. Single-field formulation versus multi-field formulation of the 
problem

We can solve for T and q and independent fields. Assemble K and F as usual …

Ideas: How to get rid of q at the global level (global stiffness):

Idea 1: Don't interpolate q! 
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This is exactly the same approach we used in coming up with a 1F formulation for this problem and the integral in the second line was 
added to enforce continuity of T

If eps = 0 we need to have [T] present in the formulation of q*

In 1-field formulation there is no independent q field. So, where ever we see q, basically it means

2. Removing q dofs from the global system

This is the second approach (first one, doing a 1F formulation discussed above) for removing q from global matrix dofs for 2F formulation

We can apply the same trick with DG formulation by eliminating dofs at the element level that can be eliminated from the global system
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Arnold 2002

The trick is the use of 
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Questions you may have: Why even bother using a 2F formulation and then try to condense q dofs out rather than simply using a 1F 
formulation? a) We can interpolate T and q both with order p rather than having order p and p - 1 for T and 1 in DG formulation with 
simplicial elements.

b)

Relatively recently HDG (hybridizable DG) is proposed where this process of getting rid of certain dofs in the global system becomes 
much easier (like CFEM) and there is no need to l and r operators of LDG method.
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